Horses To Watch in Today
All Tracks
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Horses running today
which have appeared on
previous HTW lists

Available exclusively at
www.hreport.com
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ASHTON GIRL (IRE)

SA 11 (3/04)

2/28 SA

Coming off a highly-rated try, 'GIRL stalked the
pacesetter early, moved up to challenge entering the
stretch, then was no match for the leader while
finishing 2 clear of the rest, should beat this group
next time.

SA 13 (3/18)

3/11 SA

A filly in with the boys, 'CRUSH took back
midfield saving ground, wide into lane, belated
finish outside. Grand Slam filly out of graded
stakes-winning sprinter Cee’s Elegance is ready to
stretch out for Drysdale.

SA 11 (3/04)

2/27 SA

Raced within scope inside, appeared loaded behind
horses into the lane, tried to get through inside and
checked midstretch, angled out, tried to barrel
through another hole and steadied hard deep
stretch, never had a chance, very unlucky.

SA 7 (2/11)

2/06 SA

Raced off the pace between horses, one-paced in the
drive, missed the minor placings. She looks and
acts like a router and should improve with distance.

SA 7 (2/11)

2/05 SA

After walking out of the gate (spotted field at least
five lengths), Meredith trainee made a big run
down backstretch from outside, continued wide
move on turn to move to clear lead at 1/4, then
understandably tired in the final 50 yards.

SA 11 (3/04)

2/27 SA

Broke very slowly to lose her best chance, showed a
good turn of foot to run by horses inside into a
stalking spot midway down the backside, began her
retreat around the far turn, understandably tired to
last. Worth a look against easier.

4+, NW1XM/C, SPRINT, TURF

MIDNIGHT CRUSH
4+, NW1XM/C, ROUTE, TURF

SA

IRISH TORRENT

7

3-, MAIDEN, ROUTE, TURF

WELL MONIED
3-, MAIDEN, ROUTE

SA

10

HUMANE
3-, CAL BRED MDN, $40K, SPRINT

PEDO VIEJO
3-, MDN, $40K, SPRINT

Trip Notes

Note: We will be excluding from this daily report horses that have won or have run twice since being
put on the list or that appeared on a list that is more than two months old.
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